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Chapter 86

Three women are really a play. They haven't stopped from the beginning to the end.
From teachers to students, they exchange what they know“ Zhang Xinghua is married,
you know? "

"Really, so early."

"There are all the children. My husband is a contractor. Now she is a rich lady. "

"How's our old class. I heard that he became the director of teaching and research? "

"You eat more." Shaohua takes time to say to Zhang Fan and Li Liang.

They ate hi. Zhang Fan touched Li Liang silently with tea. The horror of women is not
that they talk too much, and they often exclaim“ Really! "“ No! "“ What a pity! "

After dinner, the three shouted to sing. They haven't seen their classmates for many
years. The green years have long gone. Now it's difficult to be so relaxed and
presumptuous in their respective work.

"Zhang Fan, let's go. Go to the cash box. The KTV that sang in the first Department of
orthopedics last time was well decorated. The environment is also OK. " The medical
representative of the first Department of orthopedics invited them to eat and sing. He
has been to the cashbox KTV several times, which is relatively high-end in the tea
vegetable market.

When paying, Zhang Fan took out all his money, but Shaohua didn't let him pay.
Zhang Fan is not easy to argue. Wang Yanan took Shaohua away. "He has a lot of
income, so leave it alone. He can't eat a meal and a half."

"It has nothing to do with income. It's just to thank others." Shao Hua was hugged by
Wang Yanan and walked ahead.
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"It's all right. There are many opportunities in the future. Let him pay this time."

Jia SuYue, beside Wang Yanan, said, "this guy is very stingy. He took the initiative to
pay today."

"Eh! Listening to this means that you also know Zhang Fan and have had dinner
together? "

"Ouch! You don't know ~ ~ "Jia SuYue began to talk about how she met Zhang Fan.
Zhang Fan paid for it. The girl has already told them how to know them, and the key
point is how Zhang Fan is stingy and angry.

Li Liang was also embarrassed to get too close and waited for Zhang Fan at the
door“ Brother, just as you and Shao Hua scrambled to pay the bill, I didn't get
involved any more. I'll pay for the money I can sing, otherwise it won't make sense. "

"What money do you pay? Have I paid in Quark county? Don't worry. Play well today
and get ready to fight in the next six months."

"OK."

When Zhang Fan drove out of the parking lot, the three girls were already laughing at
the roadside.

They were saying, "you don't know. The first thing he said when he met was that I had
eaten. God, I was so angry at that time. If I hadn't been of high quality, I would have
thrown my bag in his face. There are not a hundred or fifty people who invite me to
dinner. As soon as he met, he stressed that he had eaten! " Jia SuYue is not slandering
Zhang Fanba, but a little exaggeration.

Wang Yanan and Shao Hua laugh left and West and right and East“ I'm laughing to
death. Zhang Fan still has this side. He is usually old-fashioned in the Department. He
always preaches to me, just like my father. "

"In fact, Zhang Fan is very capable and has a considerable position in the Department.
His future is absolutely bright. You still have a chance now." Wang Yanan deliberately
said to Jia SuYue.

"Forget it, even if he can become chairman in the future. But I think he's very attentive
to someone. I don't know if he'll say, "I've eaten."

"Ha ha!" The three began to laugh again.



Zhang Fan drove to them and said to Shaohua, "what are you laughing at? Get in the
car quickly."

Shao Hua really hasn't noticed Zhang Fan before. Even if he has seen Zhang Fan
several times, he doesn't have any impression. Mainly because Zhang Fan is too
ordinary. When Shaohua opened the door, he took a deep look at Zhang Fan, "it's
really dark!"

When they got on the bus, they couldn't help laughing when they saw Zhang Fan.
They couldn't stop laughing. Zhang Fan asked with a smile: "what's the matter, so
happy."

In fact, there is nothing funny about this. The only reason why the three girls are so
excited is that they met their old classmates for many years and drank some wine.
They are really happy to meet their old classmates, and Zhang Fan's story is just a
detonator.

"Nothing. Let's go." Shao Hua waved her hand. Unconsciously, she and Zhang Fan
talked more and more, more and more smoothly.

Zhang Fan hasn't been to this kind of place several times. Every time, everyone comes
together for department activities. After parking the car, several people bowed to the
welcoming girls standing in a row and entered the box with a sound of welcome.
Zhang Fan was not used to it. He asked others to stand at the door and bow. Every
time he heard a sound of welcome, he felt his hair stand up.

They asked for a small box, and there were not many of them. Jia SuYue liked singing
and was very familiar with it“ What do you drink? Would you like more beer? "

"No more." Shaohua and Wang Yanan said at the same time. Then Shaohua turned to
Li Liang and asked, "you didn't drink much. Why don't you ask for some more
bottles?"

"Sister-in-law ~ I don't want it." He almost called out his sister-in-law. He also saw
that Zhang Fan was serious. Otherwise, according to the character of Zhang Fan's
technical house, he would never participate. Don't talk about singing. You may not be
able to shout out when you eat.

Several people ordered several bottles of drinks and fruit. The three girls sang a song
they didn't want to grow up in high school. Three girls hugged each other and sang
while shaking. To tell the truth, according to the appearance, Jia SuYue is the first.
Shao Hua and Wang Yanan are equal. According to the temperament, they are
different. Jia SuYue has the feeling of Miss Jiao. Shao Hua gives Zhang Fan the



feeling that rationality is greater than sensibility. And Wang Yanan has a free and easy
and capable atmosphere.

After the three of them finished singing, they touched another cup together. Although
it was a drink, they didn't bring Zhang Fan and Li Liang. This is the cup of friendship
between their classmates.

After the three sing, Mai Ba comes on. Jia SuYue has a good voice and can control
even English songs. In order to create opportunities for Zhang Fan, Wang Yanan ran to
order songs with Li Liang.

"Drink some water." I don't know when Zhang Fan asked for some bottles of mineral
water.

"Thank you. Why don't you sing? "

"I'm not very good at singing. It's good to listen to you sing. Are you busy at work? "

"It's OK. In fact, Jia SuYue is very good, but he has a little temper." Woman! Magical
animals（ Please refer to your wife or girlfriend or best friend for detailed experience.)

"Oh! We belong to those who meet too early. If we meet again in ten years, maybe the
relationship will ease up. Is aunt better? "

"Already, thank you."

Jia SuYue, who sang three songs in a row, also came down. She took Wang Yanan to
dance“ Shao Hua sings a catchy tick tock. I love listening to you. " At this time, Ren
Xianqi's horizon appeared, "Li Liang cut the song quickly."

"Brother Zhang likes this song best." Li Liang said to Jia SuYue.

"Tianya is also very good. I haven't danced with you for a long time." Wang Yanan
said something and pulled Jia SuYue off the stage“ Hehe, go and sing quickly. I'll
listen to you, too. " Shaohua said to Zhang Fan with a smile.

When Zhang Fan was at school, he didn't listen to songs very much. He didn't have
time, money and mood. On the train to the frontier, he suddenly heard the song played
by someone. As a result, he suddenly fell in love with the song.

Zhang Fan really injected feelings into this song. Just out of school, Zhang Fan walked
thousands of miles alone. Can't see the future. To tell the truth, Zhang Fan came to
quark county with a courage.



Anything, as long as you inject emotion, will not be too bad“ Not bad. " Jia SuYue
told Wang Yanan that they were tall and danced together. Li Liang was stunned.

When Shaohua sang the angel's wings, it was Zhang Fanmu's turn to stare. The warm
voice melted his nervous, uneasy and anxious heart. Although there is a system and a
practice certificate, Zhang Fan has actually been anxious and has not been really happy.
A voice came out of his heart: "I like her."

After singing the song, Zhang Fan sent them home one by one. Shaohua's home was
the first. After Shaohua got off the bus, Zhang Fan hesitated, then resolutely opened
the door and chased Shaohua into the corridor.

"What happened?" Jia SuYue looked at Wang Yanan and said.

"Guess!" Wang Yanan had a funny smile on his face.

"Brother Zhang is serious."

"Can we socialize?" Shaohua heard footsteps behind him, turned his head and saw
Zhang Fan, and then heard Zhang Fan say.

"Well!" It was too sudden. Although Shaohua also felt that Zhang Fan liked her, it was
too sudden.

"Don't worry, you don't have to worry, you can think slowly. I just want to say it, or
it's hard. I'm gone. You have to rest early. " Zhang Fan ran away. He was afraid to hear
Shaohua say no.

Who doesn't have a first love! Who doesn't have a green time! It is impossible to find
the innocence and the past when you have a belly.

The one in your heart, I don't know where she is now. I don't know if you will still
miss her!

So don't laugh at Zhang Fan.
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